
 

♦ Each rack can hold 56 
tubes   (4 x 14) 

♦ 56 tubes costs £47.60  

♦ The display rack is £8.00 

♦ 56 tubes and rack are 
£55.00 

♦ The tubes are bar coded 
EAN 13 

♦ See Retail Pack Price 
List for product details 
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Candy Tubes - not branded 

 

♦ These candy tubes are 150 mm long (6”)  
♦ All come bar-coded EAN 13 

♦ CT1 candy tubes contain a mix of size 7/0 and 10/0 seed beads and bugle beads in toning 
colours. 

♦ CT3 candy tubes contain imitation pearls in assorted shapes, seed beads and bugle beads 
in toning colours. 

♦ CT22 candy tubes include imitation pearls in a variety of shapes and sizes. 
♦ New CTROC candy tubes contain a mix of Czech rocailles in toning colours 
♦ New CT 25 candy tubes contain a mix of lustre glass beads 
♦ The above  tubes are all 85p each.  The RRP is £1.70. 
 
♦ New CTHP “Hot Pot” candy tubes are a glass bead mix including Japanese 4mm squares, 

seed beads, bugles, small lustre beads, Czech pressed beads and pearls. 
♦ Hot pots are £1.10 each.  The  RRP is £2.25 

Display Racks for Candy Tubes 
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♦ The Tube Display Rack has 5 
levels, each with 6                 
compartments.   

♦ A display  rack of 150 tubes 
costs £135  with 5 tubes of each 
(free rack included).  

♦ Rack can be attached to slat 
walling or pegboard 

♦ Price strips available at extra 
cost 

♦ The tubes are bar coded EAN 13 

♦ Select a combination of your own         
embroidery beads from the  
packs price list  

♦ We are very happy to advise you 
on a  bespoke selection to suit 
your shop 

Display Racks for Standard Tubes  

TUBES  
        Cost RRP 
D1    £0.71 £1.45 

E      £0.88 £1.80 

Standard Tubes - not branded 

♦ These tubes are 55mm long 
♦ They contain Czech 7/0 and 10/0 seed beads, bugles or Japanese 4mm squares  
♦ All come bar-coded EAN 13 


